Abstract-Separating audio sources from a convolutive mixture of signals from various independent sources is a very fascinating area in personal and professional context. The task of source separation becomes trickier when there is no idea about mixing environment and can be termed as blind audio source separation (BASS). Mixing scenario becomes more complicated when there is a difference between number of audio sources and number of recording microphones, under determined and over determined mixing. The main challenge in BASS is quality of separation and separation speed and the convergence speed gets compromised when separation techniques focused on quality of separation. This work proposed divergence algorithm designed for faster convergence speed along with good quality of separation. Experiments are performed for critically determined audio recording, where number of audio sources is equal to number of microphones and no noise component is taken into consideration. The result advocates that the modified convex divergence algorithm enhance the convergence speed by 20-22% and good quality of separation than conventional convex divergence ICA, Fast ICA, JADE.
I. INTRODUCTION
The convolutive mixture blind audio source separation problem occurs when the microphones sensor array is placed in a recording room, so that multipath copies of audio sources are recorded by each microphone. There are many methods have been proposed for blind convolutive mixture source separation, including timedomain deconvolution and frequency-domain ICA [1] .
Blind audio source separation (BASS) has been an area of aggressive work during the last few years. Various successful designs came up, such as independent component analysis (ICA) [2] , computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) [3] , and sparse decompositions (SD) [4] . Audio source separation techniques generally Rely on considerations, such as signals, are recorded by an array of microphones or the statistical independence and uncorrelatedness between the source signals, to identify and filter out independent signal components [5] . Independent Component Analysis proves as very effective method for a number of applications such as blind audio source separation (BASS), feature extraction, unsupervised learning, and data compression.
A General ICA model based on certain assumptions, as all sources is mutually independent and uncorrelated. The main objective of ICA algorithms to separate out independent components from a convolutive mixture of more than one statistically independent uncorrelated signal. In case of audio source separation in blind scenario, it is analogous to weight optimization method using an unsupervised learning approach because there is no information about mixing environment and expected outcome. Hence, for weight updation in unsupervised learning approach certain criterion needs to implement on weight matrix or on signals to execute weight updation relationship. To ensure the independence of components mutual information minimization (MIM) and nonGaussianity is dominant techniques.
The mixing environment can be easily understood mathematically; suppose there are 'n' number of audio sources Si(t), i=1,2......n; and sources are equally spaced and placed in a closed recording room. All signals are captured by 'm' number of equally spaced microphone sensor array with transfer function hj(t), j=1,2........m; So, there are three mixing conditions. If size of source array is less than size of sensor array, then recording condition is "over determined". If size of source array is larger than sensor array, then mixing is "under determined" and if source array and sensor array having same order then mixing is "critically determined", which is most obvious assumption for algorithmic validation. A simple mixing model is shown in figure 1 , which depicts critically determined mixing for three sources.
Independence and non-Gaussianity can be measured based on the theoretic criterion related to information, as mutual information minimization or kurtosis, a higher order static value. In addition, to estimate the demixing matrix by ICA methods, the metrics of negentropy, kurtosis, likelihood function, and mutual information minimization were developed [12] . Complex entropy bound minimization [13] , kurtosis maximization [14] , and nonlinear function based algorithms [15] takes non-Gaussianity and noncircularity into account for optimized estimation of demixing matrix. Estimation of difference between joint entropy and marginal entropy of different information sources leads to ICA implementation using minimum mutual information (MMI). Comon [16] proposed a truncated polynomial expansion to approximate the output of marginal probability density function. Hyvarinen [17] introduced a new family of contrast function for ICA using entropy approximation of maximum differential entropy. Mutual information minimization can be achieved by controlling the entropy lower bounds [15] .
This work presents a modified version of convex diverge measure for optimizing the convergence speed and separation quality of existing ICA algorithms for audio source separation in blind scenario. An analysis of separated signals in case of super-Gaussian and subGaussian mixing environment is also presented and in final stage an unsupervised learning based neural architecture is proposed for weight updation in C-ICA method. The rest of this paper is organized as follows; Section II reviews importance of divergence measures and introduced modified divergence measure. Section III consist of unsupervised learning based proposed neural architecture and algorithm for weight estimation of demixing matrix Section IV comprises the analysis of separated signals in sub and super Gaussian mixing environment and an analysis of convergence speed of various divergence based ICA. Section V is collection of all simulation results based on modified convex divergence ICA and existing methods, finally conclusions are drawn in section VI.
II. REVIEW OF DIVERGENCE MEASURES
Convergence speed optimization is a key challenge in blind source separation using ICA algorithms and divergence measure implementation in weight updation equation leads to optimization of convergence speed. Amari [18] proposed the divergence method incorporating a controlling factor α and also termed as α-divergence (α-Div), which can be implemented as a measure of dependence, expressed as;
Here p(x,y) is notation for joint distribution and p(x) ,p(y) represents marginal distribution. If controlling factor substituted as '-1', then Amari-Divergence turns in specialized Kullback -Liebler divergence (KL-Div), which is defined by using the Shanon entropy function H[.] [20] .
Here DKL(x,y) > = 0 with equality if and only if 'x' and 'y' are independent to each other. By introducing joint probabilities and marginal probabilities into Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and Euclidean distance divergence can be derived, expressions are as follows; In Amari [18] divergence parameter α was used to optimize the convergence speed of ICA by controlling the convexity of divergence factor. Also, an f-divergence (fDiv) [19] proposed that can also be adopted as a divergence measure, can be expressed as; divergence is a specific case of f-Div when, the function is defined as;
Equation (6) can be incorporated with α-Div, that measure will be equal to zero if and only if x and y are independent to each other, Zang [20] .
To generalize the divergence measures Chien [21] proposed a new divergence measure based on Jensen's inequality and Shanon's entropy and uses it a contrast function to optimize ICA and NMF models. Convex divergence ICA (C-ICA) model constructed by incorporating joint and marginal probability into convex function with a combinational weight
In this a work a modified version of convex function and controlled combinational weight is proposed to enhance the convexity and convergence speed. Function is expressed as;
A new convex divergence (NC-Div) can be develop by incorporating equation (8), yielded as;
Notably, if α considered as +1 or -1, it will result λ=1/2 from equation (8) , then the joint distribution and product of marginal is permutable. This symmetric property doesn't fit for KL-Div, f-Div, α-Div, also do not exist for C-Div and NC-Div for Other values of λ. For α= 1 and -1 new NC-Div mimics C-Div but for general values of α it shows more controlled behavior. Controlled value of λ leads to control over weight distribution between joint and marginal probabilities. The convex combination is analogous to performing weighted average and creating a convex hull. To avoid undefined form of expression l' Hospital rule can be applied by differentiating numerator and denominator with respect to α. Which gives a convex logarithmic divergence for C-Div and same expression exist for NC-Div for α= 1, -1, to achieve that simplified function first λ needs to be substituted as ½ and the l-h rule is applied but here controllability gets compromised. A comparison table is given for various divergence measures in table.1.
The comparative relation between KL-Div, E-Div, CSDiv, Amari-Div, C-Div and proposed NC-Div are described in next section. The value of convexity constant α taken between -1 to 1. reflects that α = -1 is favourable condition for better result. Simulation result reflects that NC-Div having more convexity for α = -1 in comparison of C-Div and convexity is reducing with increment in convexity parameter. 
Different divergence measures (defined in previous sections) can be incorporated in "10" and various ICA procedure based on divergence measures can be develop. However in the natural gradient learning method, the KL-ICA experiences from the problem of divergence of convergence to matrix with certain scaling shift if weight is not initialized properly. Experiment is performed by taking fix threshold value and an audio signal of 3sec taken from the Ghost Buster movie, one male voice sample of same duration and one female voice sample of equal duration. And the comparative results of various divergences based ICA is shown in figure 4 . In this graph NC-ICA stabilized between 80 to 100 epochs and C-ICA stabilized after 100 epochs which depicts NC-ICA converges 20% faster than C-ICA. 
III. UNSUPERVISED LEARNING
In unsupervised learning process for the training input vector, when the target output is not known. The neural network may modify the connecting weights so that the most similar input vector is assigned same group of output. Unsupervised networks are more complex and difficult to implement.
Mixed Data Input
Weight Matrix Separated Data Output For an unsupervised learning rule, the training set consists of input training patterns only. Therefore, the network is trained without benefit of any teacher. The network learns to adapt based on the experiences collected through the previous training patterns. The blind audio source separation problem can be correlated to unsupervised learning, as in this problem the intention is to estimate demixing matrix which can nullify the effect of mixing matrix and neural structure to short out this problem can be proposed as in figure 3 . In proposed neural architecture proposed in figure 5 X=[X1 X2 X3] is a mixed version of audio signals, to unmixed signals the weight are stored in W matrix and a learning algorithm is applied which is based on modified convex divergence measure proposed in section II "(9)". The complete algorithms is as follows
Step 1.
Load mixed signal matrix 'X' Step 2.
Perform (10) Here; DNC(X,W,α) defined in "(9)", η learning rate, 'c' and 'd' are used to stabilize the learning rate explained in [21] .
Step 9.
Normalize the W as WW/||W|| Step 10.
Esti_W  W+ η* BSS_Eval(Estimated, Desired) BSS_Eval function described in [11] . Available under GNU public license.
There are certain important point to note during implementation of proposed algorithm, as data preprocessing and post-processing is very essential, that includes whitening and centering process. Second key point of concern is weight initialization; the motivation of weight initialization is taken from fast-ICA but in this algorithm method of weight updation in improved and more efficient. Another important point is fixing the threshold value to execute the weight updation mechanism and ensuring the quality of separation. To derive a generalized concept for threshold value and experiment has been performed over sub-Gaussian and super-Gaussian mixing environment, explained in section IV. Which advocates a positive kurtosis value should be taken for ensuring good quality of separation, as result suggest in following section; that nature of separated signal component is always super-Gaussian in nature.
IV. SIGNAL SEPARATION IN SUB AND SUPER-GAUSSION MIXING ENVIRONMENT
According to central limit theorem the PDF(Probability Distribution Function) of mixed Non-Gaussian source signals is Gaussian in nature. A linear combination of number of independent signals is called a Gaussian signal. Separating the independent sources from a Gaussian signal is carried by transforming the signal into nonGaussian signal. Non Gaussian signals are The Probability Distribution Functions of super-Gaussian and sub-Gaussian signals are shown in the figure 6 and figure 7 respectively.
The broken lines in the Figure 6 and Figure 7 plot the distribution of Gaussian nature of signals. From the Figure 6 it is clear that the peak of the distribution of a super-Gaussian signal is higher than that of a Gaussian signal. While in Figure 7 it is evident that the subGaussian signals have a spread distribution. Evaluation of the quality of separation in case of subGaussian and super-Gaussian mixture environment performed as follows Three signal's were taken and mixed by a random sub and super-Gaussian mixing environment and signals were separated by sub-Gaussian and super-Gaussian ICA approaches and resultant sub and super-Gaussian probability distribution function of separated signal are shown is Figure 8 and 9 respectively. Results presented in Figure 8 and Figure 9 having positive kurtosis value of independent components for separated signals in subGaussian and super-Gaussian mixing environment both, which clearly indicates that separated signals are always super-Gaussian and does not depends on mixing environment. Hence for proper implementation of algorithm presented in previous section positive kurtosis value can be used as threshold parameter on separated components for weight updation. In implementation of proposed algorithm the sub and super-Gaussian mixing environment is not a matter of concern and positive kurtosis threshold is valid in general.
V. SIMULATION AND RESULT DISCUSSION
To evaluate the performance of proposed algorithm is section III an experiment has been performed. In this experiment three signals have been taken and 20000 samples have been loaded of each signal. To evaluate quality of separation three audio recordings has been taken; one recording 'Tabla' a traditional Indian musical instrument, one drum beat recording sample and one car horn sample. Previous to samples are recorded in a closed glass chamber to maintain idea mixing environment, where no noise component is taken into account. Signals were mixed using a randomly generated a 3X3 matrix. In addition to perform and instantaneous BASS task, we evaluated different ICA methods. The primary task targeted to separate signals from mixture with assumption there is no noise contamination, i.e. X= AS. The second objective is to evaluate separation performance of algorithms, in terms of signal to interference ratio. For validation of algorithm proposed in this paper, the mixture of signals were separated by using JADE, Fast-ICA and C-ICA for alpha=-1; and results were compared by separated signals using proposed NC-ICA alpha=-1.
During implementation of proposed algorithm weight initialized using method suggested in section III and after estimation of demixing matrix, demixing matrix multiplied with mixed signals and again mean value added to separated signals in post-processing to neutralize the effect of centering process. Separated signals are shown in figure 11(a), 11(b) and 11(c) . The Quality of separation of separated signals by each algorithm is evaluated by Bss_Eval function available under GNU public license for Matlab framework. A comparative analysis is given in Table 2 . The performance of ICA algorithms is determined by quality of separation and for the same objective signal to interference ratio is evaluated. Table 2 consist of SIR value in dB for signal 1, signal 2 and signal 3 against algorithms like JADE, Fast-ICA, C-ICA and proposed algorithm NC-ICA. The quality of separation is good for signal 2 and there is a significant difference between performance of proposed ICA and other competitor. On the other hand for signal 1 and signal 2 SIR values obtained by NC-ICA is significantly better than JADE and Fast-ICA but there is mild advantage over C-ICA. Figure 11 suggests that, signal strength is better in signal 2 and comparatively weak in signal 1 and signal 3. Which could be a reason behind minor difference between performance of algorithms with same convexity parameter '-1'. But it also reflects if signal strength is good in any mixing environment, then proposed algorithm is better performer than existing convex divergence ICA for same convexity parameter. Figure 12 shows comparative analysis of separation quality by various ICA algorithms and proposed algorithms. Algorithms have been applied over same mixture and result suggests that NC-ICA gives good separation quality in terms of signal to interference ratio in dB. Proposed algorithm NC-ICA gives in an average 6-7% better result than C-ICA, 12-16% better result than Fast-ICA and 20-24% better than JADE algorithms. In section III it has been proven that the convergence speed of proposed NC-ICA algorithm is better than existing algorithms. The conclusion can be drawn from this analysis that proposed algorithm gives better result in terms of convergence speed and separation quality. So, it can be adapted as a better Blind Audio Source Separation Technique. In this analysis effect of noise component is not taken into consideration, if there is noise contamination in mixed signal. Then mixing model can be represented as; X= A.S+ n, which degrades the quality of separation and complexity of algorithms increases as well. As noise removal before execution of weight estimation algorithms becomes a necessity. In this paper ideal mixing environment is considered but this work can be further extended for noise contaminated mixed signal.
VI. CONCLUSION
ICA Algorithms are chosen as a better option for audio source separation in blind scenario. There are certain challenges in implementation of ICA algorithm for BASS. As convergence speed gets compromised when quality of separation is taken into account. 
